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Our proven guide to successfully 
finding your first paying customers 
in the go-to-market phase

Too many startups invest time and money in developing their products rather than getting out of the 
building and selling them. Customers will just not come on their own, especially at the beginning of a 
venture. As a corporate startup or an intrapreneurship team, you need to make sure to actively show 
the world your awesome, new product and get as many buyers as possible.

We at WhatAVenture have supported more than 100 projects over the past years where the focus 
was on successfully bringing a product to the market and the end consumer (the so-called 
go-to-market phase). In many of these projects, we saw that particularly corporate startups and 
intrapreneurship teams lose a lot of time in the go-to-market phase because the project teams had put 
off necessary customer acquisition for too long, or worse, didn’t do it at all.

Many teams lose months until they dare to start the first real sales activities. You can have the best 
idea in the world, but if no one buys it, you will not run that startup for very long. It’s important to get 
into the sales game with your innovation as soon as possible and take your assumptions about the 
desirability of your product or service to a test, as well as to test the beforehand estimated market 
potential.

To support you in the process, in the following pages, we provide you with a step-by-step guide to 
successfully finding your first paying customers using the strategies we’ve implemented in our 
hands-on work with multiple corporate startups and intrapreneurship teams throughout the years. 
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Martina is our Go2market expert and supported numerous (innovation) teams to get their first 
paying customers and establish a sustainable sales process. Being at the heart of winning the first 
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Main challenges for 
corporate startups and 
intrapreneurship teams
There are some specific challenges for corporate startups and intrapreneurship teams when it comes 
to the go-to-market phase. 

1. You still have the core job responsibilities 

2. You have never done sales before

3. Your sales department won’t do the job for you

Bringing a new product into the market takes a lot more resources than most teams estimate in 
the very beginning. Especially in corporate structures, team members of corporate startups often 
still have their core job in a different department.

The innovation team members do not necessarily have in-depth expertise on how to sell. Most 
of the time, they have a high technical knowledge, which makes a lot of sense in the first phases 
of development, but different skills are needed to develop a new product compared to selling 
it. Especially cold acquisition or sales is something that members of the innovation teams might 
have never done before in their role as engineers, product managers, marketing managers, etc., 
and are therefore afraid of it. 

If you work in a corporate, you might think you could just use the corporate’s sales 
department, and they will get the first paying customers for you. But let us tell you from our 
experience – that never works!  The sales department usually doesn‘t want to have anything 
to do with half-finished solutions and is afraid of ruining the relationship with their customers 
when they try to sell them a product in development that might never be finished. Sometimes 
the corporate’s sales departments also have “exclusive” rights to contacts, which means you 
cannot use their customer base at all. Thus, innovation teams are usually on their own to win 
the first customers in this early phase. We are also talking about real sales work for which cold 
acquisition is often necessary.  
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What can you do to make 
your corporate-startup 
successful?

If you are an Innovation Manager, support your team in pushing them to an early go-to-market phase. 
Tell your teams to go out and present their solution to potential clients! 

Most innovation teams have already been in contact with potential customers during their validation phase. 

As already mentioned, the main challenge is to get enough resources and people who are experienced in 
sales and motivated to do it. Get your team ready for the go-to-market phase. It is never too early to 
talk to your potential customers to get feedback. In the end, your customers are the ones who will buy or 
not, so your innovation must match their needs. 

How many potential clients were contacted and what questions were asked? 

Do those validation activities justify continuing to develop the product internally and selling 
the product at a later phase? In 9 out of 10 cases, the answer is - NO!
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Make sure to challenge their answer on:

You are an innovation manager
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Define your most
valuable target group

Identify your most valuable target group. This is the group you should focus on first since those 
are the customers who will benefit the most and are most willing to pay for your product or 
service. Costumers who make up your target group share similar characteristics, including 
buying geography, buying power, demographics, and incomes. 

Our tip: the customer matrix is a great way to 
define your most valuable customer

You can identify your most valuable target group by asking yourself two essential questions:

1. Who is the customer that has the biggest problem or experiences the biggest pain or need 
     in terms of your solution? 
2. How valuable is this customer for your business? 

Pick the group which brings the highest combination of pain and/or need and value for your company.

1

Low value for my 
business

high value for my 
business

small pain/need big pain/need
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Our tip: LinkedIn Sales Navigator is a great way to find your lead list

What is considered a good lead list? 
The optimal lead list would be a list quoting company, name, position, and direct contact data to your 
leads, allowing you to contact a real person easily. You can start without this information too. You can 
just search on LinkedIn for relevant companies and their employees with the necessary position. LinkedIn 
Sales Navigator is a great prospecting tool to narrow your search and find your ideal customer profile. You 
can use advanced filtering options and take advantage of the whole LinkedIn network.  

Disclaimer: Some countries enforce some strict regulations regarding cold calling activities and the 
conditions in which they can be done. We advise you to check your local regulations before you start your 
first sales activities

LinkedIn (Sales Navigator)

Members of federations in your niche (but contact the members by yourself!)

Your corporate’s database with customers (if you have easy access)

Google (“the most relevant companies in the industry”)
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2
Once you thoughtfully decided who your target group might be, think about how to get a 
list of the people who meet the criteria. Do not be afraid of a high number of contacts – the 
more the merrier is a saying that applies perfectly to sales lead lists. 

Helpful channels to get a lead list are:

Get a list of 
people to contact
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Having set up your lead list, the next step is making a strategy on how to call your customers. 
Prepare a set of questions, do basic research on the person you call, and get ready to call. 
Personality counts, too, especially in B2B sales. Your questions might stay the same, but the 
exact wording you or your sales reps are using and how you sell the product or service will 
be your own sales unique selling point – your sales personality. 

When ready, grab the phone and make your first cold calls. It can be uncomfortable at first, 
but you will see it gets easier and easier once you have done a couple of calls.

Do not give up!

Most products and services in B2B are NOT sold in the first or second cold call. Do not worry 
about that and accept your sales cycle duration. The goal of your first outreach is to find out 
if there is even interest at all in your solution and, if yes, to clarify the next steps.  

If you have only a LinkedIn profile of the lead but no number to call, connect with him/her 
on LinkedIn and ask for a call – “non-binding exchange”. Even better, directly call the central 
number of the company and ask to get connected to the relevant person.

Our tip: Use our two scripts for cold calling

To support you in the process, we wrote a blog article about how to “Turn your cold calls into hot sales”. 
We share two simple scripts about how the first conversations could look like so that you can prepare and 
practice. It will help you to become a pro in cold calling.

3 Get in contact with your 
potential customers

https://www.whataventure.com/blog/turn-cold-leads-into-hot-sales-corporate-startup
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1. Hardware solutions

Besides a small number of people who will buy your product straight away, people in B2B 
usually need to take a closer look to decide if your product meets their needs. Events, pitch 
sessions, and fairs are a good opportunity for presenting your solution. You can go the extra 
mile and get creative.

4
Once you got your potential customers interested in your product, make sure to show it 
to them. You will see, it will be the extra few percent that will convince them to purchase 
afterward. Depending on your product, it can be easier or harder to show it to your 
customers. 

Show your product 
to the world

Let‘s see it in practice!

For our in-house venture GLEAM – a multi-use electric bike - we organize roadshows to give our 
leads in different cities the opportunity to go for a test ride with the bike. As soon as we have one 
appointment scheduled, we reach out to others nearby. This is also an easy call: “We are in your area 
next Wednesday – how about we also visit your location so you can test our product? There is nothing 
to lose!”

Wood_Space - our tiny house startup - has its own showroom called Wood_Lab in Vienna. We use it for 
workshops within our consulting team and  client meetings. Furthermore, Wood_Space also collaborates 
with the furniture startup Bene that can showcase their products within the Wood_Lab. Win, win, win.
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Our tip: Keep your online demonstration short

15 minutes should be enough, although you should have 30 minutes long appointments to have 
enough time for a discussion afterward. Similar to the sales calls preparation, you should have a 
very rough guideline for your demo. We recommend the following:

2. Digital services and software solutions

In this case, you can offer your clients an online demonstration. Implement a “book your 
demo” button on your landing page or website and connect your calendar with e.g. Calendly 
so your leads get easy access to you. Calendly is a great tool for setting up meetings because 
it takes out the hassle of emailing back and forth with the lead. This way, you can concentrate 
on the most important stuff.

Checklist

Do not start straight away – check your prospect’s needs first

   Why were they scheduling the demo?

   What challenges are they facing?

   What is the expectation for this product demonstration?

Check the prospect’s value for you

   How big is the problem they have that your product can solve?

   Who is the decision-maker for using your product?

Start the demo – use the KISS-method (Keep It Short & Simple)

Call to Action

   Ask for feedback on your product

   What would be the next step and who must get involved?
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Get creative. Write down things you could do for your customers to overcome the 
starting hurdle to use and buy your product. Do not think of the extra costs for you, but 
more of what would be beneficial in general. In a second step, go through the list and 
think about what is feasible regarding the cost-benefit relation.

Overcome the starting hurdle to use and buy the product

Besides “only” showing your product think about what you can offer your potential 
customers to reduce the risk and effort to become your real customer.

For example, one of our corporate startups had launched an online marketplace in the 
energy sector. We saw that the customers faced difficulties uploading their products onto 
the website because they either had no time or were not digitally skilled. We suggested 
offering customers the option to upload the articles they want to sell on the platform as a 
free service. Within a very short time, the first 10.000 articles were online after months of 
asking the visitors to do it by themselves.

Never overestimate how digitalized your customers are, especially in the old-economy 
businesses. For you, it might be an easy platform solution or a solution you use almost daily 
– but your potential client may have never shopped online before or used a digital platform. 
Speaking of less digitalized organizations – always have a pdf as a backup for your demo in 
case of connection problems in screen shares or outdated browsers. 
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Make your life much easier by using a CRM tool to align the sales team and have an overview 
of your activities even at an early stage. Look at state-of-the-art CRM tools that fit your 
corporate startup’s needs. 

In the beginning, you might think Excel will work, but that will change quickly. Do not waste 
your time in synchronizing multiple sheets. You might miss following up on discussions with 
the leads because of data spread over too many sheets and folders.

5 Use a CRM tool to keep track 
of your sales activities 

Our tip: Take advantage of the discounts for startups

For startups, there are very affordable or even free tools on the market, like HubSpot and Pipedrive. 
You will see you can benefit from them a lot, not only in the first sales push phase but throughout 
the whole customer acquisition journey., such as:

Keep all your sales information in one place for your whole team

Create your own deals and task always to know where the relationship left off

Track KPIs and celebrate your most important milestones

Create reports to assess your strategy

Manage your sales pipeline and personalize to your needs



Believing in your own solution is great – proving it is useful for yourself is even better. You 
will surely learn a lot about your value proposition and gain a deeper understanding of your 
customer’s needs by putting yourself in their shoes. 

You can even go through the whole customer journey with the help of a role-playing game with 
your sales rep colleagues or practicing selling the solution to a person from your team.
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6 You need to believe in 
and use the solution 

Our tip: Change your mindset – You are developing a 
business not just selling a solution

Always remember – if you are a Sales Manager in a corporate startup – your job is to sell the solution 
and be a bridge maker between product development and sales. That is why we prefer the term 
business development as you are the person that knows most what your customers need and you 
are the one finding the match between a solution and a segment in the market. 



You want to set up your go-to-market strategy or want to get challenged on your already 
existing sales process? Schedule a call with one of our experts. 

Setting up a sales strategy and developing a sales process for finding your first clients is one 
thing. Going out there, getting the job done, and talking to your first customers requires a different 
set of skills. Do not get frustrated by calls where the person is not interested – take in all the relevant 
experience from the calls. 

Is the potential client not interested because he or she does not have the problem? Are there 
(better) alternative solutions on the market? Do not be afraid of getting a no. There is nothing to 
lose – a customer you do not get is a customer you never had, so nothing has changed. Share your 
experiences with your team and establish joint sales days that are a lot more fun than just calling 
people on your own. 

Go out there and get your 
first paying customers NOW
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About WhatAVenture
 
WhatAVenture is an international full-service innovation consultancy based in Austria, Germany and 
Italy. It has been shaping Intrapreneurship, Entrepreneurship and Open Innovation for more than 
seven years. It empowers corporate innovation teams and startups to accelerate their business 
ideas in a successful and sustainable way and executes and validates their innovation projects . The 
focus of our work is the combination of corporate power with startup agility.

Our client base ranges from energy suppliers, banks, transportation, and IT companies, to aid 
organizations and international universities.

www.whataventure.com

Schedule a call

mailto:martina%40whataventure.com?subject=Schedule%20a%20Call%20with%20Martina%20%40%20WhatAVenture
https://calendly.com/whataventure-1/30-minutes-call

